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                                                                    Why Coding

                                                                    Coding for children brings a lot of long-term benefits that would earn them much better grades in school. Here are...
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                                                    Programs

                                                
                                                
                                                    We provide computer programming courses that teach kids the foundation of coding. This opens a lot of opportunities for software...                                                
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                                                    Pricing Plans

                                                
                                                
                                                    ESDNL offers a support pricing plan with unlimited module access, one-on-one tutor-type sessions, and scheduled classes every week. The pricing...                                                
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                                                    Curriculum

                                                
                                                
                                                    ESDNL has an organized course of study for passionate students. However, since kids learn at various momentums, we have decided...                                                
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                                            ESDNL is a Canadian-based online provider of superior-quality computer programming courses for children. As information technology progresses rapidly, coding will be an essential skill of the future. The knowledge that...                                        
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                                                    5 Things You Should Know About CBD Oil for Kids

                                                    
                                                        Blog Alan Mertens                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
In these modern times of innovation and research in the medical field, there are lots of discoveries that have the potential in unlocking new paths and creating treatments for different illnesses and disorders. One of the most popular chemical elements known for its relaxing and therapeutic properties is Cannabidiol or CBD. It may still not be 100% guaranteed to be effective unlike other drugs, but there are a lot of research and testimonies to back it up.

One of the most popular forms of CBD infusion is the exhale’s hemp products. CBD Oil intake for kids…
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Technology used to be extremely complicated back then, but now it has become very simplified due to the ever-changing advancements for the past few decades. From smartphone apps to virtual reality experiences, these inventions would not be made possible without computer programming, or simply coding.

Coding for children gives your kid a multitude of amazing learning opportunities to design and develop software and websites, starting with the basic level to the advanced tier. Check out these few key reasons for the importance of enrolling your child in a programming course.

1. Coding Encourages Critical Thinking…
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With technology evolving rapidly and the demand for coders increasing each day, computer programming for children has become a part of every academic curriculum in several countries worldwide.

However, there are still some fictitious stories regarding teaching kids how to code. Here are a few myths about teaching coding to kids.

1. Children Are Too Young to Study Coding

Although there is no age barrier when it comes to learning how to code, children can grasp lessons swiftly between the age of 5 and 12. This is the most suitable time for kids to discover new things and develop a lot of skills as they…
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Coding or computer programming is described precisely as the process of writing instructions that only machines can understand. This set of instructions are written in programming languages that include HTML, Java, and Python, among others.

When children learn to code, they also learn several languages that help them become innovative. Here are a few innovations that your kid will acquire after learning to code.

1. Web Design and Development

Your kid will learn how to design and develop a website from scratch using HTML, JavaScript, and several others. This site can be used as a creative portfolio as…
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